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“We are the parents of our planet,” sang Olivia Newton-John on her eco-
conscious rock song “Let’s Talk About Tomorrow” back in the 1980’s. We’ve
come a long way in environmental awareness since then, but the need is
greater than ever for protecting our environment. It’s now or never, so eco-
conscious travelers will most appreciate a gift that honors their concern for
the world we live in and the future of the planet. Whether your budget is
under $20 or over $1,000, there is something on the list for any eco-conscious
traveler.

Farm to Home Organic Hooded Robe

Farm to Home Robe Heavenly Hooded Organic Robes  FARM TO HOME

For the traveler in your life who always delights in those wonderful robes in
the nicest hotel rooms, here’s something that will give them a happy reminder
of spas and relaxing, luxury hotel rooms. Both luxurious and eco-friendly,
Farm to Home’s robes are made of organic cotton. The terry cloth robes have
two front pockets for convenience. They also have a tie-front belt and hood.
Each robe comes beautifully presented for gift-giving, and the recipient will
find it soft and cozy. Price: $46.39 from QVC.

Nat Geo by Karün Lake Green Sunglasses

Nat Geo by Karün Lake Green Sunglasses  NAT GEO BY KARÜN

PROMOTED

Made from recycled ocean plastics, the Nat Geo by Karün lines of sunglasses
are fashionable and fun. More specifically, they are crafted from ECONYL, a
regenerated nylon that’s comprised of previously discarded nylon, keeping it
out of oceans and landfills. They have 100% UVA /UVB protection, which is
great for travelers who are out in the sun often, and Category 3 lenses. The
Nat Geo by Karün Lake Green sunglasses add a bit of pizazz to anyone’s look,
but they are also a practical and responsible choice. Price: $129 from Karün.

Blowfish Malibu 4Earth Recycled Boot

Blowfish Malibu 4Earth Recycled Vegan Boot  BLOWFISH MALIBU
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These boots are made for guilt-free walking! The Roxie4Earth boot from
Blowfish Malibu’s 4Earth shoe collection is made from recycled materials. In
fact, the primary materials that make up the boots come from a minimum of
20 percent recycled content. More specifically, the Roxie4Earth boot’s upper
is made of recycled plastic bottles. This comfortable pair of boots has
decorative straps with buckles on the outside and an inner zipper for easily
getting in and out of it. Blowfish Malibu will donate $1 towards OCEANA for
each pair of these boots that are sold. Price: $69.99 from Zappos.

Sanibeads Hand Sanitizer Filled Bracelets

Sanibeads Hand Sanitizer Filled Bracelets  SANIBEADS

Having hand sanitizer within easy reach is important these days whether you
are taking a trip to the store or going on a long adventure. Sanibeads makes
hand-sanitizer bracelets that are cute and fun to wear. The bracelet kit comes
with three bracelets and an applicator bottle for filling each bracelet with the
hand sanitizer of your choice. Once the bracelet is filled with hand sanitizer,
you can squeeze any of the beads into the palm of your hands for instant
access to germ-killing sanitizer. The refillable silicone beaded bracelets are
clear, so you can use colorful hand sanitizer if you’d like them to take on
another color. Price: 3-pack for $14.99 on Amazon.

The Taylor GT Urban Ash

The Taylor GT Urban Ash  TAYLOR GUITARS

If you have a generous gift budget, the Taylor GT Urban Ash is the ultimate
gift for the traveling musician. It is a groundbreaking guitar that’s created
from sustainably sourced urban wood that was harvested from end-of-life
trees from parks and roadways in California. The GT Urban Ash has a
compact body that was designed to create a strong, resonant sound. It comes
with a light, durable AeroCase. Price: $1,399 from Taylor Guitars.

Comrad Recycled Cotton Compression Socks

Comrad Recycled Cotton Compression Socks  COMRAD

It’s possible to be eco-friendly from head to toe. Any eco-conscious traveler
can appreciate Comrad’s recycled cotton compression socks. Not only are
these socks good for the planet, but they are also comfortable and a smart
choice for long flights. They energize legs and feet and promote healthy
circulation. They can also provide relief from swelling during travel. Price:
$29 from COMRAD.

OWA Haircare - Limited-Edition Clean Hair, Clean

Planet Kit

OWA Haircare - Limited-Edition Clean Hair, Clean Planet Kit  OWA HAIRCARE

There’s no need to compromise on style and beauty when you’re looking for
eco-conscious presents. OWA Haircare’s Limited-Edition Clean Hair, Clean
Planet Kit includes the powder-to-lather shampoo Moondust Collection Hair
Wash. It also has the wide tooth Crystal Blue Comb that’s made of recycled
acetate. There’s also the Less Baggage Tiny Tote where you can store
everything. It comes in a 100% recycled paper box that’s sealed with
environmentally friendly tape. Price: $59 from OWA Haircare.

Bennd Yoga Chakra Ayurvedic Yoga Mat

Bennd Yoga Chakra Ayurvedic Yoga Mat BENND YOGA

Bennd Yoga is the creator of the first Ayurvedic Yoga Mats, and their Chakra
Ayurvedic Yoga Mat is made of ethically sourced raw cotton. This cotton has
been medicinally dyed and also infused with nearly two dozen different
Ayurvedic medicines. The hand-loomed yoga mat has natural rubber latex on
the bottom of the mat so that it provides excellent floor grip. That mat comes
with a travel bag and powdered soap nut. Price: $180 from Bennd Yoga.

Pattern Village Water Crush Dressing Gown

Pattern Village Water Crush Dressing Gown  PATTERN VILLAGE

The Water Crush dressing gown from Pattern Village is luxurious and created
entirely from recycled water bottles. Designed and made in New York, its
material also offers UPF 50 sun protection. This recycled material is also
moisture-wicking and antibacterial. With its dreamy, ocean-like pattern and
colors of sapphire and opaline green, the gown is an inspirational piece with
style. It has two hidden pockets, too, with invisible zippers so they don’t take
away from the aesthetics of the gown. Price: $130 from Pattern Village.

PADI eLearning Course

PADI eLearning Course PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DIVING INSTRUCTORS

Share the gift of adventure in the natural world with a gift that leaves no box
or packaging behind. PADI (Professional Association of Diving Instructors)
prioritizes the protection of our planet and oceans. PADI eLearning can be the
first step toward getting certified as a scuba diver, which can empower your
loved one to have many grand adventures in the oceans when the pandemic is
over. In fact, PADI offers certification with over 6,600 dive shops throughout
the world. Price: Courses start at $179 from PADI.

OGIO Alpha Convoy 522S Travel Bag

OGIO Alpha Convoy 522S Travel Bag  CHRIS OTSEN, OGIO

Although travel plans may be on hold for the near future, this is a great time
to dream of future eco-conscious adventures. Any travel lover will be thrilled
to get the eco-friendly OGIO Alpha Convoy 522S Travel Bag. It’s remarkably
made from recycled and discarded plastic. That material is an ultra-durable
CORDURA EcoMade fabric. The four-wheel, carry-on spinner suitcase has a
dedicated laptop pocket for easy access to your portable computer on the go.
The bag has two zippered mesh panels and a big front compartment. It also
has top and side comfort-grip handles so you can easily transport the bag on
and off planes and through airports. Price: $299.99 from OGIO.

Grey State Eco Gift Bag

Grey State Eco Gift Bag  GREY STATE

Want to give an upscale group of gifts that are also eco-conscious and
practical? Grey States’s eco gift bag includes hand warmers, a neck warmer, a
scrunchie, and a headband. They come in a gift bag made from recycled fibers
that has a draw string closure. Grey State recycles textile waste for the
creation of their soft, luxurious fabric, so any traveler who is concerned about
the environment will feel good about wearing their ethically made products.
Price: $98 from Grey State.

Kadalys Lip Balm

Kadalys Lip Balm KADALYS

Have you ever heard of banana science? Kadalys Lip Balm is made with a
patented Banana Bio-Active along with natural waxes and vegetable oils. The
vegan lip balm was formulated to soothe deeply chapped lips and repair them.
As it works to do this, it offers a feeling of immediate comfort and strengthens
the lips. The compact size allows the recipient to easily throw it in a purse or a
travel kit. Price: $19 from Kadalys Lip Balm.

Dagsmejan Balance Collection Sleep Dress

Dagsmejan Balance Collection Sleep Dress  DAGSMEJAN

Who wouldn’t want better sleep for the holidays? Made with eco-friendly
beechwood fabric, the long-sleeved sleep dress from Dagsmejan’s Balance
Collection helps promote better sleep. The soft, cozy fabric is much more
breathable than cotton. The slits on each side of the front of the dress are
placed there to give the wearer little friction when moving around and trying
to sleep. The innovative nightgown was created with ultimate comfort in
mind, so it doesn’t even have a tag. Instead, all the care instructions are
printed directly onto the fabric itself. Price: $149.90 from Dagsmejan.

Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. 

Robin Raven

I am a vegan travel journalist and the author of 'Santa's First Vegan Christmas.' I wrote

my first novel when I was seven years old, and my love of storytelling has only…
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Their ideas change how we travel, shop, learn and more. Increasingly, entrepreneurs

are examining how their businesses can create a more sustainable way of life. Here are

three Under 30 visionaries who are taking that goal to the next level.

During her college years, Lauren Singer began to develop an understanding that social

and environmental justice go hand-in-hand. She turned that knowledge and her

passion for advocacy and grassroots community engagement into a blog entitled,

“Trash Is For Tossers,” in 2012. 

“When I went to college, I ended up studying environmental science to really

understand all of the systems that create this reality we live in and the future that we

will grow into,” she says. 

That’s what led her to found Package Free, a one-stop shop based on the value of

creating a more complete option for people to reduce their waste. Since its inception

in 2017, Package Free has sold a vast array of products ranging from health and beauty

products to office supplies to toys for pets. Today, as we navigate the Covid-19

landscape, Singer is optimistic and feels this time has allowed people to step back and

examine their own habits.

Growing up in an immigrant household, where Abhi Ramesh says every meal was

home-cooked, he got an early education on the importance of both food accessibility

and affordability. Living in West Philadelphia, Ramesh noticed that many people would

need a car to access quality markets—and many options on the outskirts of town had

much higher prices than those in the inner city.

“There's so many families that can't feed themselves affordably,” he says, “And have to

rely on either unhealthy food or don't have access to the calories they need.”

Ramesh turned those observations into a business, launching Misfits Market in 2018. It

began with Ramesh selling unwanted produce from farms, later evolving into a

subscription service for “ugly” organic produce—and has rescued over 65 million

pounds of food unwanted by grocery stores due to cosmetic imperfections or

oversupply.

“We're trying to tackle food waste...on a fundamental level,” he says.  “What we're

trying to do is sort of show the dollar value and cultural value of cooking your meals.”

At only 16 years old, Derrick Emsley was building a tree-planting business with his

brother, as a way to offset carbon emissions. By 2012, that mission had developed into

Tentree—an apparel brand seeking to plant trees around the world.  

“We felt like a lot of people were just talking about the issues and very few people

were really focused on how to create effective solutions to it,” he says. “For us, it was

about tree planting.”

All of Tentree’s clothes are made with sustainable materials and each product comes

with a unique code for the ten trees that will be planted thanks to that purchase.

Buyers can use that code to track where the trees will be planted. 

To date, the company has planted more than 50 million trees worldwide. Looking

ahead, Emsley wants Tentree to include a digital platform that keeps tabs on trees

planted all over the world. The goal is an on-the-ground, real-time service—which

would also help to employ local communities and expand education about their work.

The Macallan
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